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1. Protest of contracting agency'. evaluation of proposals
under solicitation for office space lease which disputes
agency's conclusion that space offered by awardee is superior
to protesters is denied where the record supports the ratings
given to the protester and the awardee under each of the
solicitation evaluation criteria and the record supports the
agency's* conclusion that space offered by the awardee is beat
suited to the needs of the user agency as set forth in the
solicitationt.

2. Under a solicitation for the lease of office space, agency
evaluation of the maintenance of protester's building under
existing lease was reasonable and consistent with evaluation
factor which indicated that agency would consider "building
maintenance." Although an agency may consider in evaluation
information outside of proposal only where consistent with
long-standing procurement practice, General Accounting Office
concludes that it is consistent with long-standing practice of
most federal agencies to view the site and consider the
maintenance condition of existing buildings.
3. Where protester raises new and independent grounds of
protest in its comments on the agency's report, the newly
raised allegations must independently satisfy the timeliness

regulations.

DC0

IO'--

The Montgomery Companies protest the award Df a lease to the
Paragon Group, Inc. under a solicitation for offers (SF0)
issued by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
for office space in Lexington, Kentucky. The SF0 was uo.
37,800 to 39,800 net. usable square feet of office space Lar
the AariCultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, r Se
Farmers Home Administratton, the ti.l Consu-va
l.:.:vce and
the Agricultural Marketing Service, Montgomery iS the current
owner of the building leased by USDA for the past 19 years and
argued: that the agency's evaluation was arbitrary and
capricious.
The protest is denied in part and dismissed in part.
BACKGROUND
The SFO solicited offers of contiguous space for 5 years and
required a loading facility and 213 parking spaces with
30 spaces reserved for agency employees. The solicitation
stated that in evaluating offers, the agency would consider
proposed rental costs, conformity of offered space with the
SF requirements and the following factors:
Accessibility/Location
(16 points)
Quality/Physical Characteristics
(12 points)
Parking
(8 points)
Layout Compatibility and Local Plans
(E points)
Safety
(5 points)
Proximity to Eating Facilities
(3 points)
According to the SF0, price and the listed factors were to
receive equal weight.
USDA received five offers, including Montgomery's offer of
its building on Waller Avenue in Lexington which the agency
currently occupies. The agency evaluated the offers, held
negotiations with all five offerors and received best and
final offers. The offers ranged from Montgomery's at
2
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$11.70 per square foot to $18.74, Wich Paragon's _'fethe
second low at $13.75 per square foot. With-, respct rs the
price evaluation, the agency assigned the 50 points avhiiable
for price (out of a total of 100) based or. pro:imity to the
lowest priced proposal. Under this scoring system, Montgomery
received 50 price points for its low offer and Para Jcrn
rzeived 43 points.
Based on the evaluation which included visits To the e:-:istiny
buildings offered, the agency assigrsuu 3u points
r,
protester and 46 points to the awardee. Combining the price
and evaluation factor scores resulted in a total score of
89 for Paragon, 95 for the next highest rated offeror and 80
for Montgomery. On January 25, 1991, the agency awarded the
lease to Paragon based on its high total score, for office
space at Corporate Plaza, which is owned by Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company.
PROTEST ALLEGATIONS

Montgomery principally contends that as a rtsulr of miscorhmunications and a misunderstanding relating to Montgomery's
performance under the previous lease, USDA officials were
biased against the protester in the evaluation and improperly
considered Montgomery's past performance to downgrade its
proposal. Montgomery explains that it purchased the Waller
Avenue building in September 1989, and at that time, some USDA
offices in the building requested improvements in janitorial
and maintenance seltices. According to Montgomery, it
attempted to alleviace the problems by replacing the janitorial service and, as a result of its efforts, representatives of some of the agency offices expressed satisfaction
with the improved services.
Montgomery further explains that during lease renewal
negotiations on September 19, 1990, in response to a request
uf the agency leasing specialist responsible for the building,
it outlined corrections and improvements it would undertake if
its lease were renewed. Among the listed items, Montgomery
proposed to make the second floor restrooms handicapped
accessible, paint walls that needed it, replace damaged
baseboards, repair leaking and warped walls, clean and
replace blinds, replace carpets and damaged ceiling tiles,
post emergency elevator phone numbers and repair or replace
noisy air conditioning wall units. However, according to
Montgomery, on October 3, the leasing specialist informed
Montgomery that he was leaving the government and that the
firm should not make any further corrections until his
replacement had reviewed the situation.
Montgomery maintains that, because of miscommunications within
the agency, it was never told to proceed with the repairs and
3
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improvements, which resulted in renewed complaints By agency
other
employees in the building arid a decision to so!p
offers rather than renew the lease. Montgomery also argues
that as a result of the misunderstanding, and in soite Cf its
efforts to respond to agency concerns, agency officials,
including those who participated in the evaluation, became
resentful and biased against it. Montgomery objects tco the
evaluation and scoring under all of the factors listed in, the
solicitation and maintains that the scoring was tainted by
bias rind by the agency's imrr-pe: consideratsion of
Montgomery's past performance, which was nor a factor in the
SFO.
Montgomery also argues that agency officials were predisposed
to award the lease to Paragon, that they failed to consider in
the evaluaticn she cost and disruption of the move and failed
to give Montgomery a preference for offering a fully serviced
building, as required Ly the SFO. Further, Montgomery contends chat the agency violated Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) provisions relating to discussions, technical leveling
and disclosure of pricing information during negotiations.
Finally, according to Montgomery, the lease awarded to Paragor
was for greater square footage than required by the SFO and
the agency should have stopped performance of the lease
pending our decision on the protest.
ANALYSIS
Technical Evaluation
Montgomery objects to the evaluation of its offer and that of
the awardee and contends that its offer should have been
rated higher and the awardee's lower. The protester disputes
the ratings assigned to its offer and that of the awardee
under each of the six evaluation factors, essentially arguing
that it should have received the same or a higher rating than
she awardee under each. We have carefully reviewed the
evaluation record in the context of all of Montgomery's
objections and we conclude, for the reasons set forth below,
that the selection by USDA was rationally batsed,
The evaluation of proposals is primarily within the discretion
of the procuring agency, not our Office; the agency is
responsible for defining its needs and the best method of
accommodating them, and must bear the burden resulting from a
defective evaluation. Consequently, we will not make an
independent determination of the merits of offers; rather we
will examine the agency evaluation to ensure that it was
reasonable and consistent with the stated evaluation factors.
Buffalo Central Terminal, Ltd., B-241210, Jan. 29, 1991, 91-1
Inc., B-239123, Aug. 7, 1990, 90-2 CPD
PDT 82; ittonPSy
the protester disagrees with the
that
fact
The
114.
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agency's judgment does nct render the eva1uat_:Id.

i:n!-Žasondble.

Under the first evaluatiocn factor, Accessibi1 t
an Lorat ion,
Montgomery received 7 our of 16 possible points and Paragon
received 15.

Montgomery was given a low Sc:re bec-:use train

tracks run directly behind its building and cross Waller
Avenue, there is heavy traffic in the area since the building
is close to downtown Lex:ington and the University of Kentucky
and the building has poor street access by way of a two lane
road with no traffic signal. The evaluation record also
shows that, due rcn its near downtown location, the building is
not as accessible as other proposed buildings Lo the airport
and other parts of the state including areas with significant
agricultural production. Further, according to the agency,
the trains which pass the building up to 18 timtes a day cause
it to shake and disrupt phone conversattons and meetings. On
the other hard, the evaluation record shows that the awardee's
higher score on this fa:tor was due to its bui.lding's location
on the outskirts of the city with access off of a major four
lane road with a .raffic signal, proximity to Route 4,
Lexington's "beltway," and the lack of train tracks or other
nuisances. The agency record also cites the awardee's
location in an office park as an advantage.
Montgomery objects to the conclusion that there is significant
traffic congestion near its building and argues that traffic
at Corporate Plaza is worse and, due to population growth and
expected development, will continue to worsen. In a statement
submitted by the protester, a recently retired traffic
engineer for the Department of Public Works of the LexingtonFayette Urban County government states that the traffic on
Waller Avenue has ranged from 16,000 to 17,000 vehicles per
day for the last 6 or 7 years and that "[tlhe only time there
are any major problems is in the morning and afternoon peak
traffic hours." The engineer states that at the location of
the awardee's building, however, traffic has grown from
17,000 vehicles per day in 1984 to over 46,000 per day and,
due to growth in the area, is expected to increase from 70,000
to 80,000 vehicles a day in the next 15 or 20 years. According to the engineer, that traffic volume is worse than
currently exists at the intersection considered the county's
worse traffic problem.
Montgomery also argues that trains pass its building only six
times per day and do not cause the building to shake and,
according to the protester, the trains crossing Waller Avenue
are an extremely minor traffic disruption which was never an
issue in previous lease renewals. More generally, Montgomery
argues that the agency found fault in its building where it
should have found advantages. For instance, according to
Montgomery, while the proximity of its building to
5
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restaurants, hotels, nospitals, downtown and the university,
with agricultural research and training facilities, would
usually D. considered an advantage, the agency concluded that
this proximity detracted from the offer.
We do not believe that the agency acted unreasonably in
scoring the awardee higher than Montgomery under the Accessibility and Location factor. Although Montgomery believes
that the agency should have preferred a "closer in" location,
it is clear that the agency believed tnat its needs were
better met by the Corporate Plaza locat'on on the outskirts of
the city with proximity to major roads allowing easy access
The agency's preference was
for out-of-town visitors.
consistent with the SF0's Accessibility and Location evaluation factor which stated that the agency sought "accessibility
for USDA visitors and employees, accessibility to primary,
hard-surfaced roads," and Montgomery's disagreement with the
agency' judyment in this respect does %ot render the
evaluation unreasonable. buffalo Central Terminal, Ltd.,
8-241210, supra.
Further, although Montgomery strenuously challenges the
agency's views &s to the traffic congestion at the two
locations, in our view the traffic engineer's statement
submitted by Montgomery does not make the agency's preference
unreasonable. For instance, the engineer admits that there
are "major traffic problems" at the Montgomery location during
rush hours and most of his comments about traffic at Corporate
Plaza focus on future development and congestion over the
"next 15 to 20 years." Considering all the circumstances
spelled out in the record, including agency ccncerns about the
absence of a four lane road with a traffic light and the
traffic congestion and other disruption caused by the train
tracks at the Montgomery location, we find no basis to disturb
the agency's judgment under the Accessibility and Location
factor.
Under the second evaluation factor, Quality/Physical Characteristics, Montgomery was assigned a score of 7 and the
awardee 11, out of 12 possible points. The evaluation record
indicates that Montgomery's score was based on "Eijnferior
quality building materialsa poor building maintenance." The
agency's primary concerne under this factor were the poor
housekeeping and maintenance under Montgomery's current lease
and whether the *pace offered by Montgomery would be repaired
and improved without undue disruption.
With respect to the score assigned to PaLagon under the second
"not
evaluation factor, the evaluation record states
luxurious space, but nicet modern HVAC-no window units;
2-story atrium/lobby7highn-gradebuilding materialsy solid
structure clean and neaty good building maintenance."
6
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Montgomery argues Lhat USDA's consideratiorn or the r-rm's
allegedly poor maintenance under the previous tease Wds
improper since this matter was outside the Sy-i eHvlluar ion
factors. The protestet also argues that the agency's
evaluation of maintenance was unfair since many gicteocts noted
in its building also e:ist in the awardee's bu.lciricq, and the
agency did not make the same effort to e:x:amine the awardee's
maintenance history; only Montgomery was required to submit a
repair cost estimate. Further, Montgomery contends chat even
if it is considered in the evaluation, the condition of its
building under the prior Lease should not have resulted in
the loss of points. According to Montgomery, since it
purchased the building, it changed the janitorial service and
it has responded promptly to repair requests and, although it
offered to make other repairs and improvements, it did not
follow through on the advice of USDA's leasing specialist.
Montgomery maintains that due to miscommunication within the
agency, the current leasing specialist and othec agency
officials were unaware that Montgomery wus told not to do the
work it promised until irstructed to do so by the new leasing
specialist. Montgomery also comnplains, that the agency had no
grounds to criticize and deduct points because of its plans
and estimate of the cost of repairs. According to Montgomery,
since it is a builder, it knows the cost of the repairs it
proposed and can do the work itself for less than others.
Further, Montgomery argues that the agency deducted points
from its score based on the leasing specialist's unreasonable
conclusion that the heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) system in its building is "antiquated " Montgomery
explains that its building has a commonly used HVAC system
which uses a centralized system for the interior of the
building and individual wall units for the perimeter. A
statement submitted by Montgomery from a mechanical contracting consultant states that the main chiller in Montgomery's
building was replaced a year ago, the perimeter units are
replaced every 5 years and the system is in serviceable
working order and not antiquated. Montgomery also complains
that while the agency report stated that some of its wall
units are noisy and inefficient or have other problems, it
received no complaints from the building occupants and while
the corpressor wiring melted in one unit, the entire unit did
not catch fire, as stated in the agency's protest report.
Montgomery also argues that it proposed to construct a loading
facility meeting USDA specifications and instructions and that
the awardee's initial proposal did not even address this
requirement. According to Montgomery, the awardee only
submitted information on a loading facility after award when
Montgomery raised the matter. Further, Montgomery submitted a
letter from the owner of a freight handling company waich
7
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states that he believes the loading facilIy

proposeJ -r
the
awardee's building in terms of safety, acc.ess:
y ani
practicality.
Montgomery's building is superior to that !-rOpcseJ ar

We believe the scoring under the Quality/Physical Characteristics facto: was reasonable. First, since that evaiu Zion
factor indicated that the agency would consider "builling
maintenance, and grounds maintenance," in our view, there was
nothing improper in USDA's evaluation of the current ma ntenance of Montgomery's building under the existing lease.
Although as Montgomery argues, an agency may consider in the
evaluation informal ion outside of the propDsal or.lywhndcn-1
so is consistent with long-standing procurement practice,
Western Medical Personnel, Inc., 66 Comp. -en. 699 (1987),
87-2 CPD c 310, we think that it is consistent with the longstanding practice of most federal agencies to visit the
premises and to assess and consider in the evaluation the
maintenance condition of existing buildings proposed for Jease
to the government. See, to!. example, Landsing Pacific Fund,
B-237495.2, June 20, 1990, 90-1 CPD
U
574; Delmae Co.,
B-214082, July 10, 1984, 84-2 CPD i 36.
We also reject Montgomery's contention that the deduction of
points based on the condition of its building was arbitrary.
Montgomery attributes the condition of its building to the
janitorial service that it inherited from the previous owner
and maintains that it was prepared to make requested repairs
and improvements until the departing USDA leasing specialist
told it to wait until the new leasing specialist reviewed the
matter. We note, however, although Montgomery replaced the
janitorial service in February 1990, 6 months later many
janitorial problems remained. In a letter to Montgomery dated
September 6, 1990, USDA listed numerous complaints about the
building, including the following:
"Better janitorial service is required. At present,
most floors are receiving little cleaning, and baseboards are never cleaned. All floors require
cleaning at least twice a week. Baseboards should
be cleaned regularly. Doors and walls should be
cleaned to remove finger prints and other dirt. All
the rest rooms are dirty. Walls, floors, and
fixtures are not clean. Ceiling vents are full of
dust. Cobwebs hang from the ceiling.
Rest rooms
require regular inspection by the janitorial
services contractor. Walls, floors, and fixtures
must be cleaned 2 to 3 times a week. Vents require
dusting."
Thus, contrary to the protester's contention, the new
janitorial service did not resolve the housekeeping problems
8
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in its bui ding. Mor-e~v.~!., sinCe it WAS
sider the quality of the proposed sp3ce uni the n'::ntenance
of the building in the evaluation, we Ihn:: the auency's
as ripz us
request of an estimate from Montgomery at the 3S'
and improvements wes reasonable. In correspzondence with the
agency -efore proposals were submitted arid duri.r negotianijLI
tions, Montgomery offered to make numerous reca Z
we think
its
condition,
Given
improvements in the building.
the agency reasonably declinod to lake McntiontŽ 1e's
representations at Face value.
,

We also do not believe t
ageincy tr-1'ated MontLQOst,,y inequitably by asking that firm, and not the awardee, for an
estimate of the cost of repairs and improvements in its
building and by performing a less detailed evaluation or the
awardee's building maintenance. Based on the recent condition
of Montgomery's building, contracting officials had reasonable
concerns about maintenance and the general quality of the
space and attempted to alleviate those concerns during discussions by asking the firm about repairs and improvements. On
the other hand, the agency was impressed with the condition of
Corporate Plaza and described it as "clean and neat; good
building maintenance." Under the circumstances, there was no
reason to investigate other buildings managed by Paragon or
to ask the awardee for the type of information requested from
Montgomery. l/
Under the Parking evaluation factor, eight points were
available. A point was deducted from Montgomer>'s score
because the agency found that its parking lot was poorly
maintained, with debris and bushes blocking two spaces, and
the loading facility was too close to the parking spaces.
Paragon recei ced all eight points based on the conclusion that
Corporate Plaza has plenty of welt-maintained spaces and the
proposed loading facility will be away from the parking.

1/ Although the evaluation record includes criticism of
Montgomery's HVAC system and the loading facility it proposed,
these matters do not appear to have played a significant role
in the scoring under this factor. In any event, the agency's
position on these matters does not appear to us to be
unreasonable. Montgomery was not criticized for the design of
its loading facility, only its proposed location, which tne
agency considered to be too close to its parking and which was
raised under the Parking evaluation factor. With respect to
the HVAC system, the agency was aware of and, in our view, was
entitled to consider problems its employees experienced with
heating and air conditioning in the building under the
previous lease.
9
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Montgomery argues that it should have been given the full
eight points under the Parking factor for offering the
required number of spaces and the awardee should nave been
given fewer points for not having sufficient parking.
According to the protester, there are ir.aufficient parking
spaces at Corporate Plaza to provide USDA the number of spaces
required by the SiO and also allow a comparable number of
spaces for other future tenants. Montgomery also maintains
that 'the number of apaces remaining beyond those offered to
USDA is leo. than required by local parking regulations for
thf remaining space in tne building.
We h.ve no reason to disturb the assignment of points under
That factor allowed :onsideratne Parking evaluation factor.
tion of the quality and maintenance of parking offered, Tha
scores reflect a slight preference for the awar6e6's parking
because it was farther removed from the loading area and, at
the time tie agency visited tne uitas and made its evaluation,
it was better maintained than the protester's. We have
reviewed the record, including photographs and drawings of the
two parking areas, and we do not find thct the agency's
judgment was without a rational basis. Further, it is
undisputed that Paragon offered the number of parking spaces
required uy the SFQ. Whether Paragon complies with local
parking regulations concerning the number of spaces that it
has available for other tenants is a matter of responsibility, which we do not review except in circumstances not
present nere. See Bid Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R.
§ 21.3(m)(5) (11r)T NFI Management Co., 69 Comp. Gen. 515
(1990), 90-1 CPD 1 548.
Under the Layout Compatibility factor, worth six points,
Montgomery was given three points and the awardee five points.
Generally, this difference was based on uhe agency's conclusion that the space proposed in Corporate Plaza offered
greater design flexibility because it has fewer load-bearing
walls and it would require splitting only one of the four USDA
agencies between two floors while, in Montgomery's building
some of each agency's space would be on the first floor.
Montgomery argues that the floor plans for the two buildings
do not support the agency's position that Corporate Plaza
offers greater design flexibility with fewer load-bearing
walls in the offered space. In this respect, Montgomery
argues that it offered the agency total design flexibility
and, while it was criticized and lost points for proposing to
place part of eacn agency on the ground floor, only one point
was deducted from the awardee'a offer even though the
evaluation record at tea that its space has "many sharp
angles' and part of to offered space is separated by several
floors.
10
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limited bv the construction of the building in wt _oh ±t.
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several floors than to have all four agenc:es' ::oa.t sewn: itŽ
at least oz.e floor Aas reasonable
On the Safety, factor, :&nrgcnery scored three cc.n:.s and
Corporate Plaza scored fi ve points out or fi*ve possible
points. That difference is explained in the evaluation record
by the agency's coi.clusicn that Mon-romc.ry,'s building has
traffic congestion; a nistory of vacjra:ts; hthets and vehicle
break-ins; fires in windoAw H'!hC uinls; an']
:atiinq facility
design that will ptace trucks ini the parK, n
t.--n wht )e there
are no perceived safety problems at Cor-orate Plaza, which has
a night security patrol, a property manager on-site and a full
building sprinkler system.
Montgomery argues that the evaluation under this factor was
arbitrary. According to the protester, it received no written
reports of vagrants in the area of its building, it is not
aware o. any serious intrusions by vagrants and the agency has
presented no evidence that vagrants have ever presented a
problem. While the agency report states that there htve been
unlawful intrusions on the Montgomery property, tne orotestec
has submitted a copy of a police report which indicates that
there have been no unlawful intzusioris onto its property. In
contrast, according cG Montqomery, the police report for the
Corporate Plaza building indicates numerous burglary reports
over the past 2 years. Montgomery ma.intainis that the agency's
failure co request police reports on the offered buildings
demonstrates the arbitrary and capricious nature of the
evaluation since those reports would have uncovered numerous
safety deficiencies at Corporate Plaza that do rot exist at
the Montgomery building.
The record includes descriptions by agency employees of
suspicious persons, vagrants and vandalism in and around the
Montgomery building. While this information is anecdotal,
Montgomery does not deny that such incidents have occurred.
With respect to the Corporate Plaza building, the police
report submitted by Montgomery shows significantly more
entries for that building than the Montgomery cuilding over a
similar period of time. Nonetheless, neither Montgomery nor
the agency provided any explanation o' the significance of the
11
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entries in the police reporrs--for instance, whether an entry
represents an actual criminal incident or a false alarm--and
most of the entries for Corporate Plaza are "ALARM Plt1GLAR,"
suggesting the possibility of alarms accident! trippedi. In
any event, the evaluation and scoring under the Safety factDr
included consideration of other issues such as traffic
congestion, loading dock proximity to parking ana tne night
security patrol at Corporate Plaza. Further, it do-bs not
appear -hat the Safety ictor played a decidinc; role in the
evaluation and selection since only five points were allUted
to this factor by the SFX and only two points separated
Montgomery and Corporate Plaza on this factor. Had the Safety
factor been weighted higher or had it been a decisive factor
in the selection, we expect that USDA would have more
thoroughly investigated and documented this issue. Under the
circumstances here, we tnink the record provides a reasonable
basis for the scores assigned under this factor.
Finally, under the Pto:x:imity of Eating Facilities factor,
Montgomery was given three points due to its proximity to many
restaurants and two points were assigned to Corporate Plaza
since it has a deli on site but not as many restaurants
nearby as other offered sites. This factor also was not
decisive in the selection and Montgomery provides no basis to
challenge the scores assigned under this factor.
As we have explained in detail, we think the evaluation
record reasonably supports the selection based on the
proposals submitted and site visits to the space offered. in
other words, we think that the record indicates a clear
preference by the agency for the location, building design,
condition and other characteristics of the Corporate Plaza
space offered by Paragon over the space offered by Montgomery.
We believe that preference is consistent with the evaluation
factors set out in the SF0, and in our view, rationally based.
The choice is one which the UJSDA must make in the context of
its needs. We have carefully reviewed the entire evaluation
record and we find no legal basis upon which to caisturb the
agency's judgment in selecting the Corporate Plaza site.
Bias
Underlying the numerous arguments which it makes regarding
the various evaluation factors is Montgomery's contention that
USDA officials, including the agency's leasing specialist and
local officials in Lexington, were biased against it. Montgomery maintains that while three of the four USDA offices
were in favor of a lease renewal when it bought the building
in September 1989, their current opposition to stayinq in the
building is based on bias aeaainst the firm. Montgomiery argues
that this bias arose in part from the misunderstanding that
resulted from the former leasing specialist telling Montgomery
12
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not to proceed with repairs it had promised until the new

leasing specialist reviewed the situation.

Also, according to Montgoviery, an official in one of USDA's
Lexington offices had a personal dispute with a Montgomery
employee and, for that reason, attempted to undermine
Montgomery's chances for award by supplying newspaper
clippings and other irrelevant information to the leasing
specialiut.
Montgomery argues that this employees efforts to
influence the leasing specialist were successful, since the
leasing specialist stated in the evaluation record that
Montgomery's "building is a disgrace" and expressed resentment
about Montgomery's low price and, according to Montgomery,
about having to even consider the firm'a building. Montgomery
also maintains that the record indicates that the leasing
specialist and other agency officials involved in the

evaluation relied on matters not related to the SF0 evaluation
factors, such as notices of Montgomery'. tax delinquency, and
used Montgomery's building as a standard against which to
compare the others offered.
Government officials are presumed to act in good faith and,
therefore, for our Office to find bias, the record must
contain convincing evidence that government officials had a
specific and malicious intent to injure the protester.
Microl Cor,
-237486, Feb. 26, 1990, 90-1 CPD 1 227.
We
have reviewed the record in the context of Montgomery's
arguments and we do not find that the record supports
Montgomery's allegation of bias. Clearly, some USDA officials
in Lexington were opposed to staying in Montgomery's building.
Nonetheless, wnere Montgomery sees bias against it, the
record, in our view, reveals concern on the part of agency
officials about the condition and quality of the space offered
oy Montgomery. As explained above, theme are appropriate
concerns in the evaluation of space for lease to the
government.
Moreover, the record indicates that most of the individuals in
USDA's Lexington offices whom Montgomery refers to as biased
as a result of the previous lease and hiersonal disputes had
limited roles in the evaluation and selection. While certain
individuals may have participated in scoring proposals, their
scoring was advisory only and the actual evaluation, scoring,
and the selection itself were done by the USDA leasing
specialist from outside Lexington. While this, of course,
does not mean that agency employees in the local off ices could
not have influenced the leasing specialist, we are not
inclined to view the protester's speculation as establishing
bias.
ee Em ire State Medical Scientific and
uc. Found.
Inc.,3
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Other Issues
Montgomery argues that USDA officials had imtpropner contact
with Paragon, the leasing agent for Corporate P laza, before
the SLO was released and tat this indiicctes a prv'iiscsit:or
to award the ccntract to Corporate Plaza. :.:onrumery aiQ.S
maintains that USDA promised to award the Lease tc Paraaon
months before the award.
Before issuing the SF0, USDA officials contacted potential
offerors, including Paragon and Montgomery, to inform them of
the solicitation and gather pricing information. We fail to
see how this shows a predispcsition toward Paragon and we are
aware of no regulation that prohibits such contacts. Further,
the agency denies that Paragon was given advance notice that
it would receive the award, and Montuomery's allegations in
this regard are based on rumors. Mortgomery has not shown
that any agency officials engaged ia: improper conduct.
Montgomery also argues that while USDA claims that the
renovations that would be necessary in the Montgomery building
would cause too much disruption, the agency failed to consider
in the evaluation the cost and disruption of moving its
offices to Corporate Plaza. Montgomery submitted a letter
from a moving company which estimates that the cost of moving
from the Montgomery building would be in excess of $75,000
and would take 10 days. Also, in a letter submitted by
Montgomery, a company that installs telephone systems
estimates the cost of moving the agency's phones as $42,000 to
$63,000. In contrast, according to Montgonery, any renovation needed in its building could be accomplished with minimal
disruption while saving moving and phone relocation expenses.
The solicitation included no requirement that moving costs be
considered in the evaluation. Nonetheless, according to the
agency, although significant expense will be involved in
relocating to another building, there would also be considerable costs associated with staying in the Montgomery
building, since required renovations would take up to
3 months. The agency explains that if it remained in the
present location, the space would have to be almost completely
remodeled and reconfioured which would involve such costs as
moving furniture and equipment, rewiring and lost productivity, due to employee downtime and work shutdowns.
According to the agency, generally, relocation costs are
advantageous to a current lessor only when no major renovations are planned and irn this case the costs of relocating are
offset by the costs of staying in the present location and
enduring months of major renovations. Under the circumstances
here, while we believe that it would have been rmore prudent
for the SFO specifically to require a formal evaluation of
relocation costs and a determination as to whether those costs
14
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are offset by staying in the existing space while it is
renovated, there was no such requirement in the SF.'. To the
extent that the protester is arguing that there should have
been such a factor in the SFO, the protest is untimely as such
matters must be raised prior to the due date for submission
offers. Bid Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R.
21.2(a)(1); NFl
Management Co., 69 Comp. Gen. 515, supra.
Montgomery also argues that the terms of Paragon's offer
precluded a legally binding obligation from taking effect:
until the owner of Corporate Plaza approved the lease. For
this reason, according to Montgomery, the contract was not
binding until January 28 when it was approved by the building
owner and since Montgomery filed its protest within 10 calendar days of that award date, USDA should have suspended
contract performance until the protest was decided.
In a separate decision, The Montgomery Cos., B-242858.2,
Apr. 25, 1991, 91-1 CPD ' _,
we dismissed as untimely Montgomery's contention that Paragon's offer was contingent on
later approval by the building owner. Consequently, we will
not decide that issue now. In any event, since the protest is
denied, the protester suffered no prejudice because of the
failure to receive the stay.
Finally, in its comments submitted in response to USDA's
report on the protest, Montgomery included numerous issues
which it had not raised before. Among these allegations are
the contentions that USDA failed to conduct meaningful discussions, improperly informed Montgomery that its price was too
low and engaged in technical leveling. Also, Montgomery
argues for the first time that the lease awarded to Paragon is
for greater square footage than specified by the SFO and that
USDA failed to afford it the preference required by the SFO
for its fixed-rate, fully serviced offer.
Under our Regulations, prntest allegations such as these must
be filed within 10 working days of when the basis of protest
is known or should have been known, whichever is earlier.
4 C.F.R. S 21.2(a)(2). Where, as here, a protester supplements a timely protest with new and independent grounds of
protest, the later raised allegations must independently
satisfy the timeliness requirements. Holmes & Narver, Inc.,
B-239469.2, B-239469.3, Sept. 14, 1990, 90-2 -CPD ' 2.
The
arguments listed above, which Montgomery raised for the first
time in its comments on the agency's report, are all based on
documents which Montgomery received on or before February 21
in response to a Freedom of Information Act request or in the
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agency report, which it received on Mlarch
since MontS:.
gomery did not raise these roew contentLonrs 'irft
'-"-har
10 days later when it filed its ccii.ments or tLe vi.;:y' s
report on April 19, these issues -LU unttmely' i-i ::.! I;t Be
considered.
The protest is denied in part and dismissed in part.

, James

FH Mine ma
General Counsel
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